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Is there a bilingual advantage in phonetic and phonological acquisition? The
initial learning of word-final coronal stop realization in a novel accent of
English
Abstract
Research question: We address the question of whether the cognitive advantage of the bilingual
mind, already demonstrated in the case of auditory processing or novel word acquisition, also
applies to other linguistic domains, specifically to phonetic and phonological learning.
Design: We compare the performance of 17 monolinguals and 25 bilinguals from Canada in a
production experiment with two tasks: imitation and spontaneous reproduction of a novel foreign
accent, specifically Sussex English.
Data and analysis: To eliminate potential sources of variability, our focus is on a sound already
existing in the subjects’ production (the glottal stop), but differently mapped to surface
representations in the novel accent to which they were exposed (i.e. as an allophone of coronal
stops in word-final position). We measured the glottal stop rates of our subjects in baseline,
training, and post-training.
Results: The two groups behaved differently, with bilinguals showing a larger increase of their
glottal stop rate post-training. Our results are thus consistent with a bilingual advantage in
phonetic and phonological learning.
Originality: We interpret these findings in light of recent psycholinguistic work and conclude
that echoic memory strategies, possibly underlain by stronger subcortical encoding of sound in
bilinguals, may account for our results by facilitating the re-mapping between existing mental
representations of sounds and existing articulatory command configurations.
Significance: Our study adds to the body of work showing that there is an advantage of
bilingualism in second dialect learning in adulthood, and provides an explanation in terms of
perceptual strategies in which echoic memory is involved. We also contribute to the recent body
of research suggesting that imitation of an action can result in improved understanding of that
action.
KEYWORDS: bilingualism, cognitive advantage, phonetic and phonological learning, echoic memory,
accented speech, dialects of English, second dialect learning, speech perception

1. Introduction
Acquiring the phonetic and phonological subtleties of a second language in adulthood is one of
the most difficult tasks in language learning, as is apparent to the ‘naked ear’.
Foreign accents are ubiquitous in many of today’s cultures, in schools, on TV, in professional
environments and in academia. North America has even seen the rise of a foreign accent culture,
with stereotypical forms, some stigmatized, some held in prestige. Generally speaking, a foreign
accent is at times negatively perceived in some form or other by the native listener. This process is thought
to be due to a reduction in cognitive fluency, which leads listeners to attribute more negative traits
to accented speakers, all other things being equal (Lev-Ari & Keysar 2010). Often, foreign
accents are stigmatized and stereotyped as illustrative of a “broken” form of the language (Hosoda
et al. 2007, Lindemann 2005). Accent-related phenomena such as interlanguage or fossilization
have been discussed at length (Adamson 2015, Gass 2013, Selinker & Rutherford 2013, Han &
Odlin 2006). Even when a speaker possesses a high degree of fluency in terms of syntax and
1

vocabulary, as well as strong native-like intuitions in language use (e.g., the ‘Joseph Conrad1

phenomenon’, Hu et al. 2013, Keys 2012, Bongaerts et al. 1995), emulating a native accent is still
unattainable.
At birth, all humans are equipped with the ability to learn any possible human language, and
they often do learn more than one language while growing up. With 193 countries and over 6,000
languages in the world today, most countries in the world are multilingual (Wei 2008), and both
bilingualism and multilingualism are commonly encountered worldwide2.

The reference is to the Polish-born novelist Joseph Conrad whose native-like abilities in English
grammar, vocabulary and style were in stark contrast with his strongly accented pronunciation (Jilka et
al. 2007).
2 Counting bilinguals is a notoriously difficult task and estimates vary largely, depending on one’s definition
of bilingual. While it is estimated that more than half of the world’s population uses two or more languages
1

In terms of sensitivity to speech sounds, Eimas et al. (1971)’s seminal study has shown
that infants can distinguish all possible phonemic contrasts, an ability which adults do not possess
and which appears to be significantly reduced by the end of the first year of life (Werker et al.
1981). Some people, however, show the ability to learn a second language later in life more
successfully, and at a faster rate than others. The role of individual differences, cognitive
abilities, aptitude complexes and learning conditions in second language acquisition has been
explored in numerous studies (see Robinson 2001 for a synthesis of the main findings). An
important issue in studying learning ability in second language learners is the presence of a
number of factors that prevent us from drawing very strong conclusions regarding the ways in
which proficiency was achieved in the target language. This is because proficiency has been
linked to a number of extraneous factors (Levi et al. 2007), such as motivation, attitude towards
the target language, age at first exposure, duration and type of exposure (Masgoret & Gardner
2003). Particularly in the context of speech processing studies, such factors should ideally be
removed or controlled for; however, since no two people share the exact same experience as second
language learners, this appears to be an impossible goal.
Despite this, it is possible to study individual differences in language processing in the absence
of such confounding factors, by focusing on the learning of novel accents of one’s native language,
either real accents or, for better control, artificially created ones (Adank et al. 2011), though the
latter may raise the issue of (lack of) naturalness (Cristia et al. 2012). Accent is readily separable
from other linguistic skills, enabling a glimpse into the initial stages of phonetic and phonological

(or dialects) in everyday life, some of the world’s largest countries and regions are predominantly
monolingual – e.g., the United States and Canada, large parts of China, the Arab-speaking world, and
Latin America.

learning without the difficulties generally encountered in the study of second language
acquisition, such as the lack of homogeneity in terms of motivation to learn the second language,
the age of the first exposure to thelanguage, the amount and type of input received, or differing
learners’ attitudes towards it (Masgoret & Gardner 2003). Studying speakers’ initial learning after
identical exposure to novel accents offers the possibility of uncovering individual differences in
language processing in the absence of such confounding factors. Thus, the observed variability in
the results obtained will not reflect differing proficiency stages of the speakers and may provide a
more accurate picture of the mechanism underlying initial learning.
Over the years, learners’ deviations from native speaker pronunciation norms have been
attributed to an inability to hear the contrasts of the target language (perceptual reasons), an
inability to implement novel articulatory commands (production reasons, either purely
articulatory, on the basis of articulatory complexity, or at a higher level, due to an inability to
couple articulatory commands and mental representations), a failure to convert the cue pattern in
the non-native sound into a licit phonological representation (representational reasons), or
combinations of the above.
1.1. The phonetic/phonological “disadvantage”.
1.1.1. Perception. We first turn to the idea that the difficulty in producing a sound is due to the
learner’s inability to identify it perceptually. In its most extreme form, this phenomenon is
known as phonological deafening, referring to the gradual decline (by the age of 1) of the ability
to distinguish non-native phonological contrasts (Aslin et al. 1998, Polka & Werker 1994,
Werker & Lalonde 1989, Werker & Tees 1984). While this phenomenon has been widely
documented, it is somewhat of a problematic notion, in that adults ultimately can hear and acquire

foreign sounds. If they were really “deaf” to foreign sound categories, they would never be able
to learn a second language insofar as they would be never able to hear them. In light of this,
phonological deafening should not be thought of as an inability to hear foreign phonemic
contrasts, but only a weakening in the behavioural response to such differences (Calabrese 2012).
1.1.2. Production. It has also been claimed that the difficulty in producing a non-native sound is
rooted in motor difficulties experienced by learners. Thus, older second language learners are
thought to experience muscle memory interference when trying to produce novel segments
accurately, as long-standing habitual configurations overcome new configurations (Flege 1988).
This is not irreversible, as more recent work shows that adults can be as good as children in the
production and perception of at least some foreign sounds (Baker et al. 2008, Flege & MacKay
2004), and adults’ performance in a second language can improve as their length of residence in
the foreign language environment increases (Flege & Liu 2001).
In the case of second dialect learning, it is often the case that the sounds to be learned already
exist in the learners’ inventory, and so articulatory difficulty alone cannot provide an adequate
explanation for this phenomenon. Crucially, instances of dialectal variation involving vowel
merging or unmerging, devoicing, spirantization/lenition do not require learners to acquire new
articulatory commands, but to modify the mapping between these and phonemic categories
(Kondratenko & Spinu 2014).
1.1.3. Representation and Linking. From a representational perspective, second language learners’
issues with producing a novel sound is thought to stem from the general difficulty in linking a
certain surface form to a certain underlying form. In the model outlined in Calabrese (2012),
the difficulty faced by listeners with unfamiliar (foreign) segments can be accounted for in

terms of an active constraint against them. The foreign configurations are blocked by active
marking statements of the listeners’ native language. As a result, when hearing an unfamiliar
linguistic configuration such as a foreign sound or uncommon linking relationship, that
configuration will be blocked by an active marking statement because of its status as
grammatically illicit. The grammar will prescribe the application of a repair to adjust the
configuration, in perception as well as production, which can lead to adaptation or phonetic
illusions. The application of such repairs will generate a representation that is grammatically
correct, but mistaken. A specific example is that of the English vowel [æ] perceived by native
speakers of Italian: the Italian vocalic system does not contain the [+low, -back] vowel /æ/ of
the English word /kæt/ and Italians interpret this vowel as either /ɛ/ or /a/. The illicit
configuration [+low, -back] is rehabilitated either by replacing [+low] with [-low] or by
replacing [-back] with [+back]. In the first repair, the illicit vowel [æ] is replaced with the vowel
[ɛ] and in the second one, the illicit vowel [æ] is replaced by the vowel [a], such that the Italian
rendition of /kæt/ is commonly either [kɛt] or [kat].
It is the case, however, that Italian speakers can eventually learn the new sound [æ] and produce
native-like forms. This, according to Calabrese (2012), is largely due to the existence of two
modes of speech perception: phonemic and phonetic. When subjects perceive stimuli according
to native-language phonological categories, they are demonstrating ‘phonemic’ perception.
When they instead show sensitivity to phonetic distinctions, they are using phonetically relevant
perception. This perceptual mode is also necessary for the learning of allophonic variation in the
native language, as well as in order to access sound contrasts in other languages, and to acquire
foreign sound configurations. For this to become possible, the auditory or echoic memory
component of sensory memory (Neisser 1967) is posited to play an important part (Calabrese

2012). Sensory representations of speech uttered by others can be stored (for up to 2-3 seconds)
and checked against different mental representations, until the acoustic patterns are converted into
licit phonological representations (e.g., when a second language learner is able to acquire a nonnative sound) or ascribed to existing phonological representations (e.g., when one becomes able to
parse correctly mispronunciations due to a speech disorder). Echoic memory, which tends to be
reduced in late talkers (Grossheinrich et al. 2010), is located in the auditory cortex, and forms a
part of the bottom-up system of perception for collection and storage of acoustic signal (Davis &
Johnsrude 2007). Whereas familiar sounds activate phonetic traces in the auditory cortex, bypassing analysis by the top-down system and directly activating word exponents in the dictionary
(Hickok & Poeppel 2007, 2004), unfamiliar sounds, sound configurations or mapping relations
must be interpreted within the present grammar.
According to the analysis-by-synthesis model discussed in Calabrese (2012), the listener
analyzes the acoustic input by deriving how it is produced by the speaker, synthesizes a virtual
acoustic signal based on the output of this derivation, and matches the virtual to the actual signal.
Given a sufficiently close match, the listener achieves a mental representation of the percept that
corresponds to the invariant motor commands sent to the musculature underlying the vocal tract
actions that produced the acoustic signal. The analysis-by-synthesis component is part of a topdown system, while echoic memory is part of a bottom-up system of perception dedicated to the
collection and storage of the acoustic signal. To solve the problem of ‘non-phonological deafness’
(the fact that adult non-native speakers can and do ultimately acquire novel contrasts in their second
language), one must assume that learners have the ability to detect the acoustic details – in term of
cues andother acoustic patterns – of the non-native sounds, and preserve their “aural”
representation in echoic memory before they are converted and interpreted in terms of

articulatory representations. This acoustic representation is the learning target that must be
analyzed and properly converted into a correct featural representation through several cognitive
adjustments. According to Calabrese, the importance of echoic memory and “aural” (i. e.
linguistic uninterpreted) acoustic representation of sounds has not been well appreciated in the
speech perception literature, with some exceptions such as the DIVA model of speech
production/perception (Guenther 1995, 2006, Perkell et al. 2004a,b) in which acoustic targets play
an important part.

1.2. The bilingual advantage. “Bilingualism profoundly affects the brain, yielding functional
and structural changes in cortical regions dedicated to language processing and executive
function” (Crinion et al. 2006, Kim et al. 1997 cf. Krizman et al. 2012, p. 7877). Such changes
may underlie the positive effects of bilingualism on nonlinguistic cognition, e.g., multitasking,
selective attention (e.g., Kovacs & Mehler 2009, Colzato et al. 2008, Costa et al. 2008), cognitive
function (Bialystok et al. 2007, 2004, Bialystok 1999), and delayed onset and slower rate of
decline in dementia as compared to monolinguals (Bialystok et al. 2007). Furthermore,
bilingualism has been linked with improved function regarding certain aspects of linguistic
processing, e.g., manipulating language in terms of discrete phonemic units (Bialystok et al.
2005; Bruck & Genesee 1995), novel word acquisition (Kaushanskaya & Marian 2009, Smith
2009), and vowel space re-structuring when learning novel accents (Kondratenko & Spinu 2014).
A recent study in which subjects learned vocabularies that differentiated words using foreign
phonetic contrasts (Antoniou et al. 2014) reports that bilinguals possess an advantage over
monolinguals in terms of phonetic learning, which is however modulated by the universal
difficulty of the specific phonetic contrast to be learned and by the phonetic similarity between

the target language and the learners’ native language. Other recent experimental results with
non-native contrasts (Tremblay and Sabourin 2012) suggest that multilinguals and bilinguals
have enhanced speech perception abilities compared to monolinguals, even though the three
groups do not differ in terms of their ability to discriminate a non-native contrast before any
training is received. The authors speculate, however, that more sensitive method such as
electroencephalography might yield different results, as studies have shown that a contrast can
be discriminated at the neurophysiological level before or without being able to do so at the
behavioral level.
A recent study on auditory processing (Krizman et al. 2012) showed that subcortical encoding of
sound is enhanced in bilinguals and relates to executive function advantages. Specifically, the
subcortical response to the speech sound [da] was different in bilinguals as compared to
monolinguals. Bilinguals showed a significantly larger auditory brainstem response relative to
monolinguals in both a quiet and multitalker babble condition. Furthermore, while for
monolinguals there was a decrease in the amplitude of the fundamental frequency (F0, 100 Hz)
when the stimulus was presented in multitalker babble relative to when it was presented in quiet,
no change was noted in bilinguals in F0 amplitude between the two conditions.
Despite such advantages, certain disadvantages of bilingualism related to language processing
have also been reported, for instance slower lexical retrieval and reduced fluency as compared to
monolinguals (Michael & Gollan, 2005).
2. Current study
To gain insight into the mechanism underlying phonetic and phonological acquisition, we
examine the properties of phonetic/phonological learning upon initial exposure to a novel accent

of English by monolingual English speakers and bilingual speakers of French-English, or English
and another language. The phenomenon of interest is not a foreign contrast, but the subtly different
use in the novel accent of allophones already existing in the subjects’ inventory.

2.1. Experiment. In a large-scale experiment conducted at Concordia University in Montreal,
Canada, we aimed to explore the mechanism underlying the skill of being good with accents.
English monolinguals, French-English bilinguals, and bilingual speakers of English and another
language were trained on three novel accents of English, specifically Russian English, Sussex
English, and South African English. While the larger goal is to become able to quantify
“accentedness” acoustically (based on our measurements of production data of monolinguals
and bilinguals) and perceptually (based on future perception experiments in which native
speakers rate the recordings collected on their degree of accentedness), the amount of data
collected and the wide array of aspects investigated (vowel space, consonant properties,
intonation, etc.) lend themselves to the presentation of this work in ‘installments’. The current
study focuses on a single aspect of the Sussex English accent, also known more generally as a
dialect of Estuary English. The phenomenon of interest is not the learning of new contrastive
categories (as is customary in studies of second language acquisition), but rather the learning of
subtler cues; that is, the realization of word-final voiceless coronal stops, which is exclusive as
a glottal stop in this regional dialect of English, but not in that of our Canadian subjects.
2.2. Hypothesis. Given the already demonstrated existence of a bilingual advantage in
language learning, we predict that bilinguals will exhibit more effective learning of Sussex
English than monolinguals. Specifically, bilinguals will show a larger (as compared to their
baseline) increase of their glottalized stop rate post-exposure to the Sussex accent.

2.3. Stimuli. This study reports on the Sussex English results, and consequently our description
focuses on this subset of the data exclusively. It should be added, however, that the entire
procedure was repeated three times (to include the other two accents investigated, Russian and
South African English) and that native speakers recorded the stimuli for all three accents. Our
recorder of Sussex English was a male graduate student at Concordia University. The speaker
was monolingual and raised in SE England (Sussex area), having moved to Canada (Montreal)
at the beginning of his graduate studies. He was recorded in a quiet room on a laptop with an
external microphone. The recordings were done using the Praat software (Boersma & Weenink,
2012) with a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz. As we were interested in both prosodic and
segmental properties, our stimuli were constructed such that they included 15 different vowels in
a bVt or pVt context (all real words of English). These words were embedded in short sentences
which were read with various intonation patterns, e.g., declarative, yes/no question, tag question,
exclamative, as well as an introductory sentence at the beginning of each word series, as shown in
(1). This resulted in a total number of 75 sentences (15 words x 5 intonation patterns).
(1) Bit is a noun.
This bit is mine.
This bit is mine, isn’t it?
Is this bit mine?
This bit is mine!
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the Sussex dialect, the glottal stop allophone of wordfinal stops, was also consistently present in our speaker’s production, with the voiceless word-final
coronal stops being realized as glottal stops 100% of the time (Hughes & Trudgill 1997, Wells

1997), e.g., beat [bijʔ], bit [bɪʔ], bait [bejʔ].

2.4. Participants. The participants were 50 undergraduates at Concordia University (mean
age 27). Four groups were identified post-experimentally:
(i) Canadian English monolinguals: 13 females, 4 males, n=17; of these, 7 speakers
had been raised in Quebec, 6 in Ontario, 3 in British Columbia, and 1 in Saskatchewan.
(ii) Quebec French-English (FE) early bilinguals: 7 females, 5 males, n=12; all speakers
were from Quebec (10 from Montreal).
(iii) English-‘Other’ (EO) bilinguals: 12 females, 1 male, n=13. These were speakers
born in a country where they learned a different language (i.e. Ukrainian, Romanian,
Hebrew, Greek, Italian, Lebanese Arabic, Punjabi, Swahili, Mauritian Creole) who
moved to North America with their families in their childhood, typically between 3-14
years of age and also acquired English.
(iv) Non-English monolinguals: 2 females, 4 males, n=6, i.e. speakers who acquired a
first language different from English and started learning English past their teens.
Two speakers were excluded from the analysis, one due to not having completed the
experiment and the other due to having provided inconsistent data with regard to her language
background. For this study, we analyzed the data from the first three groups, comparing the
monolinguals to the larger bilingual group made up of speakers from (ii) and (iii). Because the
task required subjects to learn pronunciation aspects of an English dialect, we did not include
participants from group (iv), who already spoke English with non-native accents. As
compensation for taking part in the experiment, all participants received extra credit in

linguistics classes they were enrolled in at the time.

2.5. Procedure. The experimental procedure was divided into several stages, as follows:
(1) Instructions and administration of a demographic questionnaire, asking for the subjects’
age, the place where they grew up, languages spoken (and proficiency level), foreign accent
exposure, and whether they had ever been diagnosed with hearing/speech disorders of any
kind.
(2) Baseline. This stage consisted of having the subjects record 6 sentences in their native
accents, prior to exposure to the experimental accents. These sentences were similar to the
ones recorded by the native speakers, except that the vowels of interest were in a /hV t/
context (see the Appendix).
(3) Training. This stage of the experiment consisted of two parts, a receptive one and a
productive (imitative) one. For the first part, each subject listened to the stimuli
continuously for 5 minutes, and for the second part, the subjects were instructed to imitate
each sentence one by one, immediately after listening to it. To eliminate any doubts with
respect to phonemic representation, the sentences to be read out loud were also presented
on the screen in orthographic transcription. The presentation of the stimuli and associated
recordings was done using the ModelTalker software (Yarrington et al. 2008). Acceptable
ranges for Pitch (F0) and Loudness (amplitude) were set based on microphone calibration.
The Pitch range was set as ±20% of the average pitch of practice sentences recorded during
calibration, and the Loudness range was -12 to -1 dB. A silence threshold of -45 dB was also
used to detect silence at the bounds of each recording. If a recording was produced outside
of the acceptable ranges for Pitch or Loudness, or if silence could not be detected at either

end, then the recording software prompted the speaker to repeat the sentence. Silence in
excess of 200 ms was then trimmed, but no further manipulation of the recordings took place.
When a sentence was produced appropriately, the software automatically moved on to the
following sentence. Before beginning to record, the subjects had a practice session with 10
items to familiarize themselves with the procedure.
(4) Post-Test. At this stage, each subject re-recorded the 6 sentences from the Baseline phase,
trying to reproduce to the best of his or her ability the accent s/he had just been trained on.
(5) Final briefing and administration of a post-experimental questionnaire, asking if any of the
accents sounded familiar, what type of accent they thought each of them was, which was
subjectively most difficult to reproduce, and if they had any other comments.
Stages (3) and (4) were repeated three times in all, for each of the accents of interest. The Sussex
English accent was the last accent presented to each subject. Each subject was tested individually
in a soundproof booth and the entire experiment (including the instructions, practice, training and
testing of the three accents, and final briefing) lasted about 90 minutes (approximately 25
minutes per accent).

2.6. Analysis. Following, in part, Sumner and Samuel (2005), we manually inspected and
classified the realization of word-final coronal stops in the Baseline, Post-Test and Training
(Imitation) conditions as (a) canonically released (indicated by a visible release burst and
aspiration-like noise after the stop closure), (b) unreleased (indicated by absence of a burst or other
evidence of a release after the closure) (c) glottalized (characterized by irregular, widely spaced
pulses before or after the stop closure begins or by a period of creakiness without a stop closure)
and (d) tapped (signaled by an extra short closure with decreased intensity). We referred to

existing literature for these descriptions (Thomas 2011; Docherty & Foulkes 2005, 1999;
Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). A series of ANOVAs were then run to investigate the effects of
Group (monolinguals and bilinguals) and Phase (Baseline, Imitation, Post-Test) on the various
types of Coda Realization (released, unreleased, glottalized, tapped).

2.7. Results. Descriptive statistics with means andstandard errors are provided in Table 1.

While the behaviour of the two bilingual groups was sufficiently similar for them to be collapsed
into one single group in the statistical analyses, we also performed separate comparisons and
present their results separately in our figures. This highlights the fact that, while group (iii),
made up of English-‘Other’ bilinguals, was more heterogeneous (different language
backgrounds and ages of exposure to English), the behaviour of its members did not essentially
differ from that of the bilinguals coming from a more homogeneous background, specifically the
French-English bilinguals from group (ii). Figure 1 presents the proportion of different coda
realizations by group (Monolingual, FE Bilingual, EO Bilingual) and condition (Baseline,
Imitation, Post).

A repeated measures ANOVA was run on production rates of each coda realization (released,
unreleased, glottalized, tapped) with Phase (Baseline vs. Post-Test) as a within-subject factor
and Group (monolingual vs. bilingual) as a between-subject factor. For the release rates, we
found no main effect of Phase or Group but found a significant interaction between Phase and
Group F(1, 40)=14.16, p=.001, indicating that bilingual speakers’ release rates decreased in the
Post-Test (39.7% à 15.8%) while monolingual speakers’ release rates increased (18.0% à
26.0%). For the unreleased rates, we found a main effect of Phase, F(1, 40)=6.56, p=.014. Both
monolingual and bilingual groups decreased their unreleased rates in the Post-Test. For the
glottalization rates, we found a main effect of Phase, F(1, 40) = 42.69, p <.001 but we also found

an interaction of Phase with Group, F(1,40) = 10.17, p = .003, indicating that bilingual speakers
significantly increased the glottalization rates in the Post-test (15.5% à 52.1%) while
monolingual speakers did not (36.8% à 49.4%). Lastly, for the rates of tap, we only found a
main effect Phase, F(1,40)= 13.0, p=.001. Both groups decreased the tap rates in the Post-Test.
Next, we compared the distribution of final coronal stop realizations during the Imitation phase
between the two groups in order to confirm that glottalization was the most predominant
realization of final stop during the Imitation phase. A repeated measures ANOVA was run on
production rates with Coda Realization (released, unreleased, glottalized, tapped) as a withinsubject factor and Group (monolingual vs. bilingual) as a between-subject factor. A main effect
of Coda Realization was found, F(3, 120) = 158.9, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons showed that
glottalization rates were significantly higher than released stops (p<.001), unreleased stops
(p<.001) and tap rates (p<.001). Thus, during the training, both groups produced glottalization
significantly more frequently than other production types, indicating that the majority of speakers
successfully imitated the Sussex English speaker’s glottalization at this stage. There was neither
a main effect of Group nor a significant interaction of Group with Coda Realization, suggesting
that each group’s production of final [t] during the training was not significantly different from the
other group’s.
Turning to the individual results, Figure 2 presents the percent glottalization by individual subject
by group and phase. As indicated by the significant interaction (between Baseline and Post) we
found in the repeated measures ANOVA, the separation of the baseline from the imitation and
post condition is larger in the case of the bilingual groups (36.6% average distance between
Baseline and Post), while most of the monolinguals displayed a tendency to return to their
baseline after training (12.6% average distance between Baseline and Post). Of the

monolinguals, subjects 19 and 21, and to a lesser extent 30 and 32, show the largest separation
between Baseline on the one hand, and Imitation and Post-training, on the other hand. These
results suggest that people who are ‘good with accents’ are present in both groups; however, they
are more numerous in the bilingual group.

3. Discussion
To summarize, our results show a difference in behaviour between the Baseline (baseline accent)

and Post-Test (spontaneous production of the Sussex accent after training) for both groups, as
well as a marked difference between the monolingual and the bilingual group. In the Post phase,
monolinguals exhibited a small increase in glottalization as well as stop release rates, and a small
decrease in unreleased and tap rates. This pattern, however, was only present in 4 of the 17
monolinguals examined. The behaviour of bilinguals was more consistent in this respect, with
most of the speakers having increased their glottalization rates post-training. Not only did the
bilinguals exhibit significantly higher glottalization rates in Post versus Baseline, they also
maintained the glottalization rates from Imitation in their Post phase. These results may be
interpreted as demonstrating more effective learning of the stop realization pattern in Sussex
English on the part of the bilinguals, thus supporting our hypothesis. Both groups performed
equally well in the Training phase, producing word-final voiceless coronal stops as glottals over
65% of the time.
With respect to the baseline differences between the two groups, specifically to the higher rates of
glottalization observed with monolinguals, these may be partially underlain by a certain degree of
language transfer in the case of bilinguals. Half of our bilinguals had French as one of their
languages, and the occurrence of the glottal stop in French is restricted in general, before a word
starting with aspirated /h/, particularly when it is preceded by a consonant-final word, and also in
vowel-initial words (Tranel 1981). Two other uses of the glottal stop in French are described in
Malécot (1974): (a) in utterance-initial and -medial position serving as a stress marker, and (b)
medially and in utterance-final position, serving to call attention to a preceding or following
element or to abort an unwanted utterance - both environments being relatively restricted and not
limited to word-final voiceless coronal stops. On the other hand, it is very common to have
glottalization in both British and American English (Selkirk 1980).

Another baseline difference consisted of not only a lower glottalization rate, but also a higher
rate of stop release for the bilingual EO group. While it is difficult to speculate on the reasons
underlying this difference because of this group’s heterogeneity, language transfer is likely a
factor. Few of the other languages spoken by our subjects include glottal stops in their inventory,
while the majority release their stops in all positions, unreleased stops being generally considered
more marked, because the release burst of word-final stops was found to be the most salient cue to
place of articulation (Malécot 1958 cf. Gundel et al. 1988).
To sum up, the baseline differences in coda realization may be motivated by the fact that some of
the Canadian English speakers behave like American English speakers in this respect, whereas
bilingual speakers may generally exhibit language transfer from French (as well as the other
languages) in their production of English.
Regardless of whether the Baseline differences are intrinsic to the dialect spoken, the possibility
arises that our results might be interpreted not as demonstrating a bilingual advantage in accent
learning, but rather as a bilingual ability to adapt and compensate for an initial disadvantage (i.e.
at Baseline). This is a plausible interpretation, the validity of which should be clarified in future
work. As far as our specific results are concerned, we believe several aspects may argue against
it. First, monolinguals did significantly increase their glottalization rates in Imitation, showing
that despite higher glottalization in Baseline there was still room for learning, but returned to
their Baseline pattern after training. Second, monolinguals also increased their release rates in
Post, which is unexpected in light of the Sussex accent displaying 100% glottalization in this
context. Both of these cast some doubt on monolinguals’ initial learning effectiveness. And
finally, even though a significant difference was found between the two groups’ baseline
glottalization rates, inspection of the individual patterns (see Figure 2) reveals that while three

of the monolingual subjects produced high rates of glottalization in baseline (60-73%), the
majority of monolinguals were not very different from the bilingual group at this stage. Despite
the initially higher distribution of glottalization in monolinguals, it was conceptually still possible
for them to further increase it in order to reproduce the Sussex accent successfully - in practice
this was achieved by a couple of the monolingual subjects. The overall group, however, was not
as successful at departing from baseline as the bilingual group. It is a distinct possibility that
starting out with a lower rate of glottalization may have allowed bilinguals more ‘room to
converge’, while monolinguals with high rates of glottalization may have considered their speech
as similar to Sussex with respect to the realization of word-final coronal stops. This, however,
does not explain why the monolinguals who produced lower rates of glottalization in Baseline
did not converge after Training. If we consider the individual results in Figure 2, we find that one
of the most successful monolingual learners (Subject 19) had very little glottalization at baseline,
which appears to support this view. However, Subject 25, who also started out with reduced
glottalization, returned to baseline in the post-test, and Subject 21, another successful learner,
started out with a high glottalization rate at baseline. This was also the case for successful
bilingual learners such as Subject 47 in the FE group and Subjects 13 and 17 in the EO group.
These findings make it difficult to draw a strong conclusion as to how baseline differences may
have affected learning, an issue that should definitely be addressed in future research.
One of the main questions arising in light of our results is to what factors we may ascribe
monolinguals’ behavior, specifically their return to baseline after training, at least as far as this
aspect of Sussex English is concerned. We started out with three possible explanations, based on
articulatory, perceptual, or representational grounds. The articulatory difficulty of the segment
is likely not a factor here, as the glottal stop is present as an allophone of coronal stops (most often

phonemically voiceless) in North American English (Selkirk 1980), and moreover, it was present
in the monolingual group’s baseline condition 36.8% of the time. Representational issues are also
not likely to have played a major part at the phonemic level, because our speakers had access to
the underlying representations (via orthographic transcriptions). As for a possible perceptual
explanation, the monolinguals’ behaviour during the training phase and their ability to imitate
the increased glottalization rates of the Sussex accent suggest that this cannot be the main reason
behind the monolinguals’ deviation from the target accent either. The only viable explanation
appears to be in terms of linking. Specifically, a subtler mechanism could have played a part,
that is, the subjects’ were not able to modify the mapping between an existing representation and
existing articulatory instructions. From the perspective of Calabrese’s model of speech perception
(2012), we may interpret this as monolinguals being more prone than bilinguals to by-passing
phonological (re)analysis and directly activating word exponents in the dictionary.
This provides the starting point for our examination of what might account for bilinguals’ larger
increase in glottalization rates as a result of training. If, as compared to monolinguals, bilinguals
have an increased ability to modify the mapping between existing representations and existing
articulatory instructions, it is not implausible for this ability to be underpinned by differing
memory strategies/capabilities. According to Calabrese (2012), the conversion of a new sound
pattern into a correct featural representation is underlain by echoic memory processes. The results
of Krizman et al. (2012) suggest that there is a bilingual advantage in the subcortical encoding
of sound. While to our knowledge this specific connection remains unexplored, more precise
subcortical timing was linked to better reading abilities (Banai et al. 2009, Hornickel et al. 2009,
cf. Kraus & Slater 2016) and good readers were shown to have superior echoic memory (Sipe &
Engle 1986). Furthermore, the left-hemispheric specialization supporting rapid acoustic

processing was linked to the precision of subcortical encoding of speech sounds (Kraus & Slater
2016). Thus, there is a possibility that the subcortical encoding of sound is linked to short-term
memory processes. Specifically, stronger subcortical encoding may result in longer availability
of acoustic information in echoic memory, activating the phonetic mode of speech perception and
leading to more efficient sound processing. A direct result of this would be enhanced encoding
strategies, e.g., more time for phonological (re)analysis. This would enable bilinguals to
successfully learn new mapping configurations, such as the Sussex word-final /t/ being realized as a
glottal stop. Bilinguals have been shown to outperform monolinguals in tasks involving episodic
memory recall (Ljungberg et al. 2013), but the question of whether their sensory memory,
particularly phonologically related (echoic memory), presents advantages remains open. Our
results indicate that this may be the case. While no causal relationships between subcortical
encoding of sound, echoic memory, and enhanced phonetic/phonological learning may be
established on the basis of the findings reported here, our work – by bringing them to the
foreground – represents a step further in our understanding of speech processing in general and the
bilingual advantage in particular.
Because approximately half of our bilingual group consisted of French-English bilinguals, the
question arises whether being a speaker of French might have provided an advantage that would
explain the bilinguals’ success with the new mapping pattern between underlying and surface
representations. At least two points would argue against this. First, as we have seen, the EO
bilingual group behaved similarly to the FE group. Second, as discussed previously, glottal stops
are relatively restricted in French in general. In Canadian French specifically, glottal stops can
occur between vowels (Walker 1984), but not as allophones of consonants. We tentatively
conclude that it is not the specific other language spoken by bilinguals that played a part here but

the very fact of being a bilingual, a conclusion already supported by the fact that both our bilingual
groups behaved similarly, and other types of bilinguals (i.e. Mandarin-English and KoreanEnglish bilinguals) were also shown to have an advantage in phonetic learning (Antoniou et al.
2014).
Another question following from our results concerns the development of the mechanism through
which bilinguals become effective learners of novel accents, exhibiting increased echoic
memory and linking strategies. At an early point in language development, bilinguals are faced
with the task of learning multiple sound-UR mapping patterns for different languages (e.g.,
French-English bilinguals learn that short positive VOT corresponds to phonemically voiced
stops in English but voiceless in French3). To do so, they must develop a strategy of some sort,
related to executive function (that is, involving the mechanisms underlying attention, memory,
and encoding). Presumably, the early/simultaneous acquisition of two languages, when the same
sound can function differently in each language, engages more frequent use of the phonetic
mode of speech perception, thus providing them with a better ‘workout’ of their echoic memory
and short-term to long-term conversion strategies, all of which act as a (more or less) effective
‘anti-phonological deafening’ tool. Recent work by Liu & Kager (2015) shows the existence of
perceptual turbulence for bilingual infants at 8-9 months, but stabilized perception for both
monolingual and bilingual infants from 11 months onwards. Smith (2009) notes that adults who

3

According to Flege’s Speech Learning Model (Flege 1995) there is an expectation that
corresponding members of the sound inventories of bilingual speakers (such as voiceless stops in
French and English) are identified with one another at the cognitive level. This hypothesis was
supported by the results of Fowler et al. (2008), who found that French-English bilinguals, while
having distinct voiceless stops in English and French, nevertheless produce VOT patterns that differ
from those of monolingual English and French speakers, failing to replicate Sundara et al.’s (2006)
study in which no differences were found between the [t] of French bilinguals and monolinguals.
While Fowler et al.’s (2008) findings support the existence of cross language phonetic influences in
the speech of bilingual speakers, they may not be sufficient for drawing conclusions regarding
perceptual or representational matters.

experience learning an L2 in early childhood approach new language learning more similarly to
children than adults with later L2 learning experience: “In a sense, through their experience
learning an L2, people learn how to learn languages” (p. 87). By contrast, monolinguals do not
have to develop or exercise these mechanisms to the same extent. We have seen, however, that the
new pattern was learned successfully by at least two of the monolingual subjects, though it
remains unclear to what extent they may have used the same strategies as bilinguals. The question
of whether these resources can be tapped into later in life or whether these skills can be learned
in different ways (for instance, through various types of discrimination exercises or by certain
types of music training 4 ) should be addressed in future studies. Several successful speaker
strategies have been examined in the case of foreign accented speech, including the
reorganization or maximization of vowel space, the use of multiple cues to distinguish certain
segmental contrasts, and being able to employ prosody efficiently (Skoruppa & Peperkamp 2010,
Bent et al. 2008, Kluge et al. 2008, Gavac 2002). Future production and perception studies should
determine the extent to which some of these strategies are preferred and selectively used by
bilingual learners in their second dialect/second language learning and whether they lead to more
effective or more native-like communication. Identifying such strategies may result in practical
applications such as the development of more effective pronunciation teaching tools for second
language learners.
One direct follow-up to our study would be to compare echoic memory in monolinguals and
bilinguals, as reliable experimental paradigms already exist and could be tested using tasks such
as delayed tone matching (Javitt et al. 1997) or examining suffix effects (Watkins & Todres

Neural and cognitive advantages in the processing of auditory stimuli were also reported for
musicians, similar to bilinguals (Kraus & Chandrasekaran 2010, Wong et al. 2007).
4

1980). Several other methods for echoic memory testing are described and compared in Crowder
(2014). A further direction would be to pursue the connection between bilingualism and reading
skills, as experimental studies have shown superior echoic memory processes in good versus poor
readers: whereas good and poor readers recalled the test items equally if tested immediately after
presentation, the poor readers showed a faster decline in recall of the items as retention interval
increased (Sipe & Engle 1986).
As a potential limitation to our study, the inclusion of an imitation condition as the basis for
training may be criticized. It has been suggested in the literature that direct imitation does not
reflect linguistic skill, as it produces behaviour which temporarily exceeds actual competence,
with no “carry-over into the post-imitative tasks” (Barry et al. 1989), and this appears to
accurately describe the behaviour of the monolinguals in our study. More recently, however, Kuhl
& Meltzoff (1995) showed that imitation can result in nonidentical, but functionally equivalent
reproductions of the modeled behaviour, against the view that direct imitation bypasses all levels
of linguistic processing. Recent studies have further strengthened this point by demonstrating that
imitation improves language comprehension (Adank et al. 2010), and can lead to fast modification
of both phonetic and phonological intonation representations (D’Imperio & German 2015,
D’Imperio et al. 2014). Ultimately, as pointed out by Markham (1997), acquisition itself is a
strongly imitative phenomenon.
Our study adds to the body of work using direct imitation in language tests (D’Imperio et al.
2014, Delvaux et al. 2011, Markham 1997, Neufeld 1987), and suggests that imitation may play
different roles in the initial learning of phonetic/phonological patterns, depending on a speaker’s
status as either monolingual or bilingual. This conclusion must nevertheless be interpreted with
caution because our subjects also received passive (listening) training. Future studies should aim

to tease apart the effects of the two training methods more rigorously.
Another potential drawback of our study is intrinsic to the experimental design. Our subjects
were not asked to focus on any particular cue, including word-final glottalization of coronal
stops, and it is a distinct possibility that while some subjects attended to certain cues, a number
of different cues were more salient to other subjects. Perceptually, prosody and intonation were
shown to influence listeners’ impressions of foreign accents (Jilka 2000) but it has been suggested
that the effects of segmental and syllable structure information on the perception of accentedness
relative to prosody may be dependent on native language (Anderson-Hsieh et al. 1992). Indeed,
recent work with Korean-accented English has shown that while segmental and prosodic
information have different weights in the perception of foreign-accented speech (Sereno et al.
2016), segmental information contributes substantially more to the perception of foreign
accentedness. Depending on our subjects’ native language, different cues may have been
consciously perceived as more salient and deliberately pursued in accent imitation and
regeneration. The complete picture – and a clear, bilingual advantage – will only emerge once
additional cues to ‘nativeness’ for the Sussex dialect have been analyzed. Preliminary results
with our data suggest that, while very minimal, monolinguals may display an advantage in
spontaneously recreating the Sussex speaker’s intonation patterns.

4. Conclusion
Our main result was that, following brief initial exposure and training on a novel accent of
English, bilinguals made more progress than monolinguals concerning at least one phonetic (and
phonological) aspect, which could be a result of cognitive advantages related to phonetic and
phonological processing. This conclusion needs to be taken with a grain of salt, however, given

the existence of baseline differences between the two groups. Even though these differences
may be intrinsic to the dialects spoken by our subjects, they have affected the strength of the
statistical results and thus our conclusion can only be tentative. Nevertheless, the big picture
painted by our study suggests that bilinguals are indeed more effective learners of the wordfinal glottalization patterns characteristic of Sussex English. This assertion is based on the fact
that (1) a significant difference between Baseline and Post-training was found in glottalization
rates for bilinguals but not monolinguals, (2) monolinguals increased their stop release rates in
the Post condition, and (3) individual behavior (Figure 2) shows that most of the monolinguals
returned to their baseline after training, whereas bilinguals maintained the glottalization rates
produced during the training session. To validate this conclusion, further perceptual experiments
with the collected data are planned in which native speakers of the accents tested are going to
rate our subjects in terms of how native they sound. A second result was that imitation facilitates
short-term phonetic/phonological learning (Adank et al. 2010). Our findings add empirical
evidence to the body of work on the bilingual advantage, and also on the mechanism underlying
phonetic and phonological learning. We have further speculated that the bilingual advantage is
due to more efficient coupling of sensory and cognitive functions, and suggested that echoic
memory may play an important role by facilitating the re-mapping between existing mental
representations of sounds and existing articulatory command configurations, an idea which may
also be supported by independent findings of stronger subcortical encoding of sound by the
bilingual brain (Krizman et al. 2012).

Appendix
The following sentences were used in the Baseline (baseline) and Post-test (experimental)
conditions.
The words in bold end in voiceless coronal stops, which were analyzed for the purposes of this study.

(1) I hate your coat and that hat on your head.
(2) He got hit and badly hurt in the hood.
(3) I don’t know how you can stand the heat in your hut.
(4) Tell me who thinks he is too hot to say hi.
(5) They had run out of wheat and oat at the farm.
(6) He ought to have caught the goat instead of being coy and letting it go.
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